Assignment of Copyright

MADE IN THE CITY OF MONTREAL
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC, CANADA

The Magazine *Lien social et Politique* (the “Magazine”) is an online, international, and interdisciplinary humanities publication dedicated to the themes of social cohesion, social problems and public policies (http://www.lsp.inrs.ca/). The Magazine relies on different Internet dissemination platforms that fall under the responsibility of third parties, and it assures the implementation of this dissemination by way of agreements from the National Institute of Scientific Research, 490 De la Couronne Street, Québec (Québec), G1K 9A9 (the “NISR”). The NISR hosts the Magazine’s activities and serves as an affiliated institution. The day-to-day management of the relationships with authors and of the Magazine, which possesses an editorial committee, falls under the direction of the Magazine, notably of the publication manager, who appoints people considered appropriate. The Editor identified in paragraph 1 below is offering to publish your article in exchange for your signature and the transmission a copyright transfer by you and, if necessary, by the Article’s co-authors, according to article 2 (d) (ii) and article 5 below.

1. I, (name and personal address of the author) ________________________________________________ (hereafter known as the “Author”) hereby recognize that this assignment deals with the article titled: “*Title*” (hereafter known as the “Article”), written by *Author’s name or names of all the authors if there are several), for the purpose of publication in the Magazine whose host Institution is the NISR (NISR hereafter known as the “Editor”).

2. The Author hereby declares and guarantees that (a) the Article is an original work, which does not infringe on the rights of others, and that the Author has the full authority to carry out this assignment, and that signing it does not conflict with other obligations or other contracts to which the Author is connected; (b) all parts of the Article consisting of previous works that have not entered into the public domain and that are reproduced by the Article, such as extracts, illustrations, tables or other items borrowed from other works, have been reproduced providing the full and appropriate credit and with complete authorisation, which could be required to this effect by any of the copyright holders of such works; (c) the Article, or its equivalent, is not being considered, either completely or in part, for publication in another magazine, and has not been submitted, and will not be submitted, either completely or in part, to any other organization for the purpose of initial publication; (d) the Author is (check one option only):
   (i) The Article’s only author and the only copyright holder affiliated with the Article;
   (ii) a co-author of the Article and a copyright co-holder affiliated with the Article and the Author expects the other co-authors to sign a copyright assignment such as this, connected to the Article, and this, before its publication.

3. Considering the efforts agreed to for the publication of the Article and of the publication of the Article in the Magazine, the Author hereby assigns, to the Editor identified in paragraph 1, and to his successors and beneficiaries, the complete copyright to the Article
without restrictions related to duration, territory, media, support, format, languages, sector, or market or any other restriction related to the extent of the assignment. The aforementioned assignment does not have the effect of transferring the moral rights of the Author, which the latter maintains.

4. The Author hereby authorises (a) the modification of the Article, notably without limitation, to ensure that the Article’s formatting conforms with the Magazine’s style sheet, to carry out other editing work, including spelling, grammar and syntax corrections, or to meet the technical requirements or other items of any dissemination platforms, including digital dissemination platforms; (b) authorising third parties to all of or part of that which has been enumerated above.

5. This document, once signed, can be transmitted by fax or scanned and transmitted by email. The document once signed and transmitted will be an original, and will be interpreted and applied by all as such, and this, for any purpose whatsoever. This documented is considered received once it has been filled out and signed and received as such by the Editor. The provisions of this assignment represent the agreement between the Author and the Editor, which cannot be modified without the written consent of the parties. The Author agrees that this document contains his name and contact information as well as that his updated contact information may be transmitted to any third party in the event that there be a change in the host institution connected to the Magazine’s activities.

Signed on the ________________________________

(Date)

By: __________________________________________

(Signature)

*The masculine form used in this text designates both women and men. The masculine genre is used indiscriminately and only with the goal of alleviating the text.